2011 UNC/Greeley Jazz Festival
Educational Workshop Schedule

All workshops are free and open to the public. Schedule subject to change.
Location (unless otherwise noted): Multi-Purpose Gym, Greeley Recreation Center

Thursday, April 28

1:00 Jennifer Barnes, “Can I Really ‘Make It’ as a Professional Singer?”

2:00 Cathy Jensen-Hole, “Inside The Jazz Standard: A Singer’s Approach to Lyric Interpretation and Improvisation.”
University of Massachusetts Amherst, Vocal Jazz / Composition

3:00 Connaire Miller, “Vocal Jazz Improvisation”
Howard University, Jazz Vocal Studies

4:00 New York Voices, Meet the Artists Q&A

Friday, April 29 *ALL CLINICS AT SAINT PATRICK’s CHURCH (Across the street from UCCC)

10:00 Don Aliquo, “Jazz Saxophone Techniques”
Middle-Tennessee State University, Jazz Studies / Saxophone

11:00 Jamey Aebersold, “Everyone Can Improvise”

12:00 A Special Performance by the UNC Vanguard Combo (Hensel Phelps)

1:00 Clay Jenkins, “Working Towards Depth of Musicality”
Eastman School of Music, Jazz Studies / Trumpet

2:00 UNC Jazz Faculty Trio “The Jazz Rhythm Section”
Dana Landry, piano; Erik Applegate, bass; Jim White, drums
University of Northern Colorado

3:00 Jamey Aebersold, “The ii/V7/I Progression Simplified”

4:00 Chick Corea & Gary Burton, Meet the Artist Q&A
Saturday, April 30

9:00    Jamey Aebersold, “Everyone Can Improvise”

10:00   Steve Kovalcheck, “Guitar in Jazz”
         University of Northern Colorado, Jazz Studies / Guitar

11:00   John Adler, “The Jazz Trumpet Section”
         University of Northern Colorado, Trumpet

12:00   Paul McKee & Dr. Nat Wickham, “Jazz Trombone”
         Florida State University & University of Northern Colorado, Trombone

1:00    David Caffey, “Jazz Composition”
         University of Northern Colorado, Director, School of Music

2:00    Benny Green, Meet the Artist Q&A

3:00    Donny McCaslin, Meet the Artist Q&A

4:00    Jeff Coffin, Meet the Artist Q&A
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